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The best way to protect your invention is to keep good records. Let The Inventor's Notebook track --

and prompt you to take care of -- every important step in the process. Use it to document the

development of your invention, make refinements while building and testing, assess the commercial

potential of your invention, calculate how much capital you are likely to need, organize your search

for funds to build, test, manufacture and distribute your invention and create a record of contacts

who know of your invention and have signed confidentiality agreements. The perfect companion to

Nolo's bestselling Patent It Yourself, this book includes worksheets, forms, sample agreements,

instructions, references to relevant areas of patent law, a bibliography of legal and non-legal aids

and more! The Inventor's Notebook also includes up-to-date agreements, a glossary of patent terms

and a section on using the Internet to develop and promote your invention.
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I knew nothing about patents before this book. I have already done very important things to ensure I

receive my patent which I learned from this book. This purchase is very worth it! The book is very

easy to understand & I had the librarians at the houston patent library recommend it.

The Inventor's Notebook is a useful tool for someone wanting to invent and patent a new idea.

Understand that it is just a tool, and you will still need professional advice if you are going through

the patent process. However, this is definitely a good place to start.



If you have an idea and need help with the patent process, even if you're working with a patent

attorney, this notebook provides simple guidelines to ensure you're thinking your idea through and

document the necessary details.

So far So good! All the advice, pointers, and insider information was great! I look forward to putting

the tools to use.

This is a good place to start for anyone thinking about becoming an inventor. Book lays out a bunch

of stuff you need to know and consider in order to protect yourself and your ideas, and how to

determine which ideas to pursue. great book!

This book was just what I needed to help me navigate the complicated process of getting a patent.

Have also shared it with several other people. The book arrived in very good condition, fast

shipping. Thanks.

This is a great tool for the person who needs to know the ins and outs of how to try to accomplish

his or her dream goals.

Learning a lot, and there is a lot to take in. I believe I will be able to do this myself, when all is said

and done!
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